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Abstract- Phishing is an art of creating a illegal look-a-like website of ethical trusted legal website , and dupe customer by sending an
wrong information or link asking them to use their private passwords and username or pins to gain access. When the customer mistakes
or unknowingly use their essential of access to website, this phishers collect mainly email, banking, company login accounts that are
targeted. This paper proposes an image differentiation methodology or architecture to detect legality of the website with a well know
captcha technology and Google’s ranking where user cross checks with multiple authentication procedures in order to tackle with
phishing problem.
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1. Introduction
The Phishing fraudulent web site email is designed be mirror
the legitimate web site it is purporting to be. The phisheragent use several methods to do this, including using unique
looking posters, frames and texture, disguising the URL in
the address bar or removing the address bar altogether. Such
web site trick consumers into thinking they are at the
company's unique web site, and giving their personal
information to the trusted company they think they are
dealing with.
In order to trick victims into falling for their traps, the
attacker needs to either create a domain to use for their
attacks or spoof an existing domain. Taking a closer look in
to
the
reference
“http://www.allspammedup.com/2012/09/phishing-a-lookinside-the-statistics/”
Such an impact of phishing is on the verge of growth every
year which can be an observed in the statistics stated above
which has prompted for ongoing Research to find the anti
phishing methodologies.
The act of Phishing serves the main aim in acquire
information such as usernames, passwords, and credit card
details and sometimes, in directed money transactions by
masquerading as a trusted entity. Mainly targeting popular
social web sites, auction sites, online payment processors or
IT administrators are commonly used to lure the
unsuspecting public.
Phishing irregularities have been popular with press coverage
extensively because such attacks have been increasing in
number and sophistication. Online service providers believe
that their reputation is at stake and fear that users will lose
confidence in electronic commerce. According to a study by
Gartner [1], 57 million US Internet users have identified the
receipt of e-mail linked to phishing scams and about 2
million of them are estimated to have been tricked into
giving away sensitive information. The phishing problem has
become so serious that the German Minister of Internal
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Affairs recently drew attention to the urgency of the problem
and called upon researchers and industry to find solutions
[2].
"Anti phishing Framework using a Modified captcha
technique" is a framework which on adoption associates
multiple benefits:

• Early detection of phishing
• Less network resources are used for anti-phishing frame
•
•
•
•

work
Easy Access and Maintenance System
Provides high Privacy preserving Technique
Out Performs other anti- Phishing Techniques
Provides high Secured Environment

The concept of image processing and an improved visual
cryptography is used. Image processing is a technique of
processing an input image and to get the output as either
improved form of the same image and/or characteristics of
the input image. Visual Cryptography (VC) is a method of
encrypting a secret image into shares, such that stacking a
sufficient number of shares reveals the secret image.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II deals with the
related work using Visual Cryptography and Section III & IV
presents the current and proposed Methodologies. Section V
presents the implementation and Section VI deals with
Results and Discussions. Section VII contains the
conclusion.

2. Visual Cryptography
One of the best known techniques to protect data is
cryptography. It is the art of sending and receiving encrypted
messages that can be decrypted only by the sender or the
receiver. Encryption and decryption are accomplished by
using mathematical algorithms in such a way that no one but
the intended recipient can decrypt and read the message.
Naor and Shamir [2] introduced the visual cryptography
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sccheme (VCS) as a simple and
a secure wayy to allow thee secret
shharing of imagges without anny cryptographic computatiions.
A brief surveyy of the relaated work in the area of visual
crryptography is presented.. Visual crypptography scchemes
w
were
independdently introduuced by Sham
mir [3] and Blakley
B
[44], their originnal motivationn was to safegguard cryptoggraphic
keeys from losss. These scchemes also have been widely
w
em
mployed in the constrruction of several typees of
crryptographic protocols [5] and conseqquently, theyy have
m
many
applicatiions in differeent areas suchh as access control,
oppening a bankk vault, openiing a safety deposit
d
box, or
o even
laaunching of missiles.
m
A seggment based visual
v
cryptoggraphy
suuggested by Borchert
B
[6] can
c be used only to encryypt the
m
messages
contaaining symbools, especiallyy numbers likee bank
acccount numbeer, amount etcc. The VCS proposed
p
by Wei-Qi
W
Y et al., [7] can
Yan
c be appliedd only for prinnted text or im
mage.
A recursive VC
V method prroposed by Monoth
M
et al., [8] is
coomputationallly complex ass the encodedd shares are further
f
enncoded into number
n
of subb-shares recuursively. Simillarly a
teechnique propposed by Kim
m et al., [9] also sufferss from
coomputational complexity, though
t
it avooids dithering of the
piixels. Most off the previous research workk on VC focuused on
im
mproving twoo parameters: pixel expannsion and coontrast
[110],[11],[12]. In these casess all participannts who hold shares
arre assumed too be honest, thhat is, they will
w not presennt false
orr fake sharess during the phase of reccovering the secret
im
mage. Thus, the
t image shoown on the sttacking of shaares is
coonsidered as the real secreete image. Buut, this may not
n be
trrue always. So cheating prevention methodologiees are
inntroduced by Yan et al., [113], Horng et al., [14] and Hu et
all., [15]. But, it
i is observed in all these methodologies
m
s, there
iss no facility off authenticatioon testing.
Visual Cryptoggraphy Schem
V
me is a crypttographic techhnique
thhat allows for the encryptioon of visual innformation succh that
deecryption cann be performedd using the huuman visual syystem.
W can achievve this by one of the follow
We
wing access strructure
scchemes.
1. (2,2) Threshold VCS scheeme- This is a simplest thrreshold
scheme that takes a secret message andd encrypts it in two
mage when thhey are
different shaares that reveaal the secret im
overlaid. Noo additional innformation iss required to create
this kind of access
a
structurre.
2. (2, n) Thresshold VCS sccheme-This sccheme encryppts the
secret imagee into n sharres such that when any tw
wo (or
more) of thhe shares aree overlaid thhe secret imaage is
revealed. Thhe user will bee prompted foor n, the num
mber of
participants.
3. (n, n) Thresshold VCS sccheme-This sccheme encryppts the
secret imagee to n shares such
s
that whenn all n of the shares
are combineed will the seccret image is revealed. Thhe user
will be prom
mpted for n, thee number of participants.
p
4. (k, n) Threshhold VCS schheme- This scheme encryppts the
secret imagee to n shares such that whhen any groupp of at
least k sharres are overrlaid the secret image will
w be
revealed. Thhe user will bee prompted foor k, the Threshold,,
and n, the nuumber of participants.
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he case of (2,, 2) VCS, each pixel P in th
he original im
mage
In th
is en
ncrypted into two sub pixeels called sharres. Fig.1 dennotes
the shares of a white
w
pixel annd a black pix
xel. Note thatt the
p
is randoomly
choice of sharess for a white and black pixel
deteermined (theree are two chooices available for each pixxel).
Neitther share proovides any cluue about the orriginal pixel since
s
diffferent pixels in
i the secret iimage will bee encrypted using
u
indeependent random choicess. When the two shares are
supeerimposed, thhe value of the original pixel P cann be
deteermined. If P is
i a black pixeel, we get two
o black sub pixxels;
if itt is a white pixel,
p
we get one black su
ub pixel and one
whiite sub pixel.

Figure 1: Illustraation of a 2-ouut-of-2 VCS scheme with 2 sub
pixel connstruction.

3. Current
C
M
Methodology
y
In th
he current sceenario as show
wn in the Fig. 2, when the end
userr wants to access his conffidential inform
mation onlinee (in
the form of moneey transfer orr payment gateeway) by loggging
o his bank acccount or seccure mail acccount, the perrson
into
enteers informatioon like usernaame, password
d, credit cardd no.
etc. on the login page. But quuite often, thiss information can
g techniques (for
be captured by attackers ussing phishing
instance, a phishiing website caan collect the login informaation
m to the original site). Therre is
the user enters annd redirect him
s
informatiion that cannoot be directly obtained
o
from
m the
no such
userr at the time of
o his login inpput.

Figure 2: Cuurrent scenario
o

4. Proposed
P
M
Methodolog
gy
t
Work wee have propossed a new ap
pproach namedd as
In this
“An
nti phishing Framework using a Modified
M
capptcha
tech
hnique "to sollve the probleem of phishing. Here an im
mage
baseed authenticcation usingg Visual Cryptography
C
is
imp
plemented. Thhe use of visuual cryptograp
phy is exploreed to
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preserve the privacy of an image captcha by decomposing
the original image Captcha into two shares (known as sheets)
that are stored in separate database servers (one with user and
one with server) such that the original image captcha can be
revealed only when both are simultaneously available; the
individual sheet images do not reveal the identity of the
original image captcha. Once the original image captcha is
revealed to the user it can be used as the password. Using
this website cross verifies its identity and proves that it is a
genuine website before the end users.

B. Login Phase

The proposed approach can be divided into two phases:
A. Registration Phase
B. Login Phase
A. Registration Phase
In the registration phase, a key string (password) is asked
from the user at the time of registration for the secure
website. The key string can be a combination of alphabets
and numbers to provide more secure environment. This
string is concatenated with randomly generated string in the
server and an image captcha [16][17] is generated. The
image captcha is divided into two shares such that one of the
shares is kept with the user and the other share is kept in the
server. The user's share and the original image captcha is sent
to the user for later verification during login phase. The
image captcha is also stored in the actual database of any
confidential website as confidential data. After the
registration, the user can change the key string when it is
needed. Registration process is depicted in Fig.3.

Figure 4: when user attempts to log in into site
When the user logs in by entering his confidential
information for using his account, then first the user is asked
to enter his username (user id).Then the user is asked to enter
his share which is kept with him. This share is sent to the
server where the user's share and share which is stored in the
database of the website for each user, is stacked together to
produce the image captcha. The image captcha is displayed
to the user .Here the end user can check whether the
displayed image captcha matches with the captcha created at
the time of registration. The end user is required to enter the
text displayed in the image captcha and this can serve the
purpose of password and using this, the user can log in into
the website. Using the username and image captcha
generated by stacking two shares one can verify whether the
website is genuine/secure website or a phishing website and
can also verify whether the user is a human user or not. This
phase is depicted in Fig.4.

5. Implementation and Analysis
The proposed methodology is implemented using Java. Fig 5,
Shows the result of creation and stacking of shares.
Figure.3 when user performs registration process for the
website

In the registration phase the most important part is the
creation of shares from the image captcha where one share is
kept with the user and other share can be kept with the
server.
For login, the user needs to enter a valid username in the
given field. Then he has to browse his share and process. At
the server side the user's share is combined with the share in
the server and an image captcha is generated. The user has to
enter the text from the image captcha in the required field in
order to log in into the website.
The entire process is depicted in Fig.5 as different
cases.Case1 and Case 2 illustrates the creation and stacking
of shares of two image captcha's resulting in original
captcha. In Case3 share1 of first image captcha (Case.1) is
combined with share2 of second captcha (Case.2) resulting in
an unrecognizable form of captcha.
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Case.1

Visual Cryptography". The proposed methodology preserves
confidential information of users using 3 layers of security.
1st layer verifies whether the website is a genuine/secure
website or a phishing website. If the website is a phishing
website (website that is a fake one just similar to secure
website but not the secure website), then in that situation, the
phishing website can’t display the image captcha for that
specific user (who wants to log in into the website) due to the
fact that the image captcha is generated by the stacking of
two shares, one with the user and the other with the actual
database of the website.

Case.2

Case.3

Figure 5: Creation and stacking of shares

6. Results and Discussions
It is observed that both original and reconstructed image
captcha's are related with high degree of correlation. The
correlation coefficient of original captcha and reconstructed
captcha are shown in TABLE I. Also when two different
shares are stacked their corresponding correlation coefficient is obtained as -0.0073.This shows that there will be
zero degree of correlation between original and output
images for two different shares.
TABLE I

7. Conclusion
Currently phishing attacks are so common because it can
attack globally and capture and store the users’ confidential
information. This information is used by the attackers which
are indirectly involved in the phishing process. Phishing
websites as well as human users can be easily identified
using our proposed "Anti-phishing framework based on
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Second layer cross validates image Captcha corresponding to
the user. The image Captcha is readable by human users
alone and not by machine users. Only human users accessing
the website can read the image Captcha and ensure that the
site as well as the user is permitted one or not. So, using
image Captcha technique, no machine based user can crack
the password or other confidential information of the users.
And as a third layer of security it prevents intruders’ attacks
on the user’s account. This method provides additional
security in terms of not letting the intruder log in into the
account even when the user knows the username of a
particular user. The proposed methodology is also useful to
prevent the attacks of phishing websites on financial web
portal, banking portal, online shopping market.
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